Software Developer - Summer Internship
£18,000 - £20,000 per annum (Pro-Rata)
Reporting To
Software Manager (US)
The Company
Proto Labs is the world's fastest manufacturer of custom prototype and low-volume parts. We revolutionized our industry
by developing proprietary computing technologies and automated manufacturing processes that enable us to create “Real
Parts, Really Fast.” This success has been fueled by our cutting-edge, internally-developed software. Our fast-paced,
casual work environment is driven by employees who thrive on innovative thinking, making Proto Labs not only a great
place to work, but also one of the fastest growing companies in the region. The UK site is based in Telford, Shropshire.
Proto Labs is the world’s fastest source for custom prototype and low- to mid-volume parts. With our 3D Printing, CNC
Machining and Injection Moulding services, our speed and versatility lets you take your parts from the very early stages of
prototyping all the way up to short-run production of 10,000+ parts — all with one technology-driven, quick-turn company.
The Role
Are you looking for the opportunity to gain real world experience while working with an innovative and industry leading
organization? Do you dream of code in your sleep? Do you want to build, maintain and enhance real software that is
used daily? As a Proto Labs Software Development intern, you will be working on business critical initiatives that build
your technical knowledge and leadership capabilities. While working alongside seasoned developers and software quality
engineers, you’ll gain invaluable on-the-job experience, career development and leadership opportunities while
experiencing our team oriented, fun and engaging culture.
Skills and Experience
 Someone working towards a degree in Computer Science or Software Engineering
 A student on their way of being a master of C++, C#, or Java and an understanding of OOA&D
 A super star who has programming experience
 Excellent Mathematical skills are helpful
 Comfortable working in a fast paced, changing environment
 People person - Excellent communication skills, able to work well with a smart, passionate and growing team
 A self-starter who has a passion for speed and getting things done
Desirable
 PowerShell, Classic ASP, or .Net
 HTML, CSS, & JavaScript/JQuery
 Web Services, MVC, & Databases (especially SQL Server)
What We Offer
 An amazing team, personally and professionally, who tackles complex problems and delivers awesome results
 An open, casual environment that gives you a lot of freedom combined with a lot of responsibility
 A culture that embraces change, speed and getting things done while balancing your personal freedom
 An environment that encourages an entrepreneurial spirit amongst employees
To Apply
Please e-mail your CV to andrew.clarke@protolabs.co.uk or call 01952 683028 for further information.
Closing Date
31st March 2017
Successful applicants will be contacted in April. Due to the large number of applicants, we will only contact successful
applicants to go through to the next stage.

